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Combining good science, proactive management and smart investment to deliver returns for shareholders



Disclaimer

This presentation (and any information contained in any oral presentation accompanying it) (Presentation) has been prepared by NetScientific Plc (Company). This Presentation has not been approved by an authorised person in accordance
with Section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (FSMA). This Presentation should not be considered as the giving of investment advice by the Company or any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or
advisers. Each party to whom this document is made available must make its own independent assessment of the Company after making such investigations and taking such advice as may be deemed necessary. Any person who receives this
Presentation should not rely or act upon it. Any person who is in any doubt about this Presentation should consult a person duly authorised for the purposes of FSMA who specialises in the acquisition of shares and other securities.

Whilst the information contained in this Presentation has been prepared in good faith, neither the Company nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers give, have given or have authority to give, any

representations or warranties (express or implied) as to, or in relation to, the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information in this Presentation, or any revision thereof, or of any other written or oral information made or to be

made available to any interested party or its advisers (all such information being referred to as Information) and liability therefore is expressly disclaimed. Accordingly, neither the Company nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers,

agents, employees or advisers take any responsibility for, or will accept any liability whether direct or indirect, express or implied, contractual, tortious, statutory or otherwise, in respect of, the accuracy or completeness of the Information or

for any of the opinions contained herein or for any errors, omissions or misstatements or for any loss, howsoever arising, from the use of this Presentation. All statements of opinion and/or belief contained in this Presentation and all views

expressed represent the directors’ own current assessment and interpretation of information available to them as at the date of this Presentation.

This Presentation has not been fully or independently verified and is subject to material updating, revision and further amendment. In furnishing this Presentation, the Company does not undertake or agree to any obligation to provide the

recipient with access to any additional information or to update this Presentation or to correct any inaccuracies in, or omissions from, this Presentation which may become apparent.

This Presentation contains certain forward-looking statements that involve substantial risks and uncertainties, and actual results and developments may differ materially from those expressed or implied by these statements. These forward-

looking statements include, but are not limited to, statements regarding the Company's intentions, beliefs or current expectations concerning, among other things, the Company's results of operations, financial condition, prospects, growth,

forecasts, projections, strategies and the industry in which the Company operates. By their nature, forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties because they relate to events and depend on circumstances that may or may not

occur in the future. Therefore, actual results and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements. No representation is made or assurance given that such statements or views are correct or that the objectives

of the Company will be achieved. The reader is cautioned not to place reliance on these statements or views and no responsibility is accepted by the Company or any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers in

respect thereof.

This Presentation does not constitute an offer or invitation to subscribe for or purchase any securities and neither this Presentation nor anything contained herein shall form the basis of any contract or commitment whatsoever.

Neither this Presentation nor any copy of it may be: (a) taken or transmitted into Australia, Canada, Japan, the Republic of Ireland, the Republic of South Africa or the United States of America (each a Restricted Territory), their territories or

possessions; (b) distributed to any US person (as defined in Regulation S under the United States Securities Act of 1933 (as amended)); or (c) distributed to any individual outside a Restricted Territory who is a resident thereof, in any such

case for the purpose of offer for sale or solicitation or invitation to buy or subscribe any securities or in the context where its distribution may be construed as such offer, solicitation or invitation, in any such case except in compliance with

any applicable exemption. The distribution of this document in or to persons subject to other jurisdictions may be restricted by law, and persons into whose possession this document comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any

such restrictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the laws of the relevant jurisdiction.

By accepting receipt or attending any delivery of, or electronically accessing, this Presentation, each recipient agrees to be bound by the above limitations and conditions and, in particular represents, warrants and undertakes to the Company

that: (i) they will not forward the Presentation to any other person, or reproduce or publish this document, in whole or in part, for any purpose; and (ii) they agree to comply with the contents of this notice.
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• History & Strategy

• Portfolio

• Key Achievements and KPIs

• Way Forward

• Summary

Followed by Questions & Answers
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NetScientific

NetScientific Plc is an active holding company.

It invests in, develops, commercialises and realises returns

from life sciences/healthcare, sustainability and technology companies

The Group leverages trans-Atlantic relationships and global opportunities

to deliver shareholder value.
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New Team in 2020 
Effective Corporate Governance

John Clarkson, Executive Chairman 

• ex-PWC Legacy Partner in Charge, Developing Services 
Division (incl. strategy & performance improvement)

• CEO of US start up and successful exit

• Vice-Chairman at Laura Ashley Inc. Restructuring & 
Turnaround;

• Chairman of Technology Co., with Multiplier Growth

• Qualified accountant and MBA

Prof. Stephen Smith, Non-Executive Director, 

Chair of Remuneration and Nomination Committees and 
Advisory Group 

• Senior academic roles in University of Cambridge, Imperial 
College London and internationally e.g. Australia, Singapore 
and Saudi Arabia

• Recent Chairman of NHS Trust 

• Founded GNI Group, Tokyo-listed Cambridge Univ. spin-out

Dr. Ilian Iliev, CEO

• Founder and MD of EMV Capital, a VC in technology and 
healthcare 

• Experienced investor, negotiator, strategist & hands-on 
manager

• NeD at portfolio companies in UK, US, Israel

• IP commercialisation at CambridgeIP

• Previous work in energy, industrials, healthcare

• PhD Cambridge University Judge Business School

Clive Sparrow, Non-Executive Director, Chair of Audit 
Committee

• Fellow of ACCA, a Chartered Public Finance Accountant

•NeD & Audit Chair London Community Healthcare NHS Trust

•Director at HM Treasury, Change Programme 

•Director at  Grant Thornton and senior role PwC
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Stephen Crowe, CFO 

• Qualified chartered accountant, CAANZ

• Broad based CFO/Director, with 20+ years’ experience in 
financial institutions incl. AXA and Source (sold to Invesco)

• Commercial finance leader with extensive skillset

Supported by Advisory Group and Consultants Panel



History
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• NetScientific Plc admitted to AIM 2013, backed 
by Woodford 

• Trans-Atlantic, Healthcare IP

• Logical initial approach

• Passive, inconsistent and high costs

• Until Q1 2020 was in run-down mode

• New team 2020 

The Company had underperformed...

The market message was clear — change was essential!

Approach



Strategy& lessons learned
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2020 Strategic review and actions

• Fundamental management change

• Commercial development options & risk profile

• IP and target markets

• Impact of COVID pandemic, exploit new 
demands/markets

• Capital efficiency: Funding needs, leveraging grants, 
soft finance and 3rd party capital

• Investment returns: value inflection points and 
exit/liquidity potential

Strong underlying asset value

New strategy for shareholder returns

NSCI lessons learned

Science

Time£ and $

Good

Previously failed to deliver
Needed commercial discipline



Transformational transaction
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Shareholder Circular detailing: 

• New strategic plan

• Capital reorganisation

• Whitewash of concert parties

• All paper acquisition of EMVC

• Positioning for further growth

Approved by shareholders at EGM 24 Aug 20

Oversubscribed £2.3m placement 

New & supportive investors



Directly Owned Portfolio 
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Late Stage Clinical CommercialisationEarly Stage Clinical

2019: Fosun Pharma invested $10m 
at $25m valuation

Early Liver Cancer diagnostics

Respiratory diagnostics

Pharma sales of biomarkers

COVID-19 opportunities

NASDAQ listed market cap ~$195m 
(24-05-21)

Phase 2 HPV cancer trials

COVID-19 and influenza vaccine 
applications

51.5% 54.0%5.8%

New York City BelfastPrinceton

Stage 

Company 
Background

Shareholding 

Location 

Fair Value £11.0m £3.5m

• Took control of company and IP
• New revenue, production scale-up
• £1m grant funded projects. 
• New licence Univ. of Geneva
• US distributor

• See case study

£7.9m (24 May 21)

• Clinical trials good progress
• Management controls, time/cost 

savings of c.$1m
• Fosun relationship stabilised

Healthcare Portfolio 1 



Healthcare Portfolio 2
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Stage 

Company 
Background

Shareholding 

Location 

Fair Value

Late Stage Clinical Early Stage ClinicalLate Stage Clinical

Medtech

Regenerative bespoke bone 
graft

$8m Series seed round Jan 
2020

Biotech

Neurological Therapeutic 
e.g. Parkinson's and 
Alzheimer's

MJ Fox Foundation & DoD  
funding

Medtech

Bench-top Medical 
diagnostic biomarker

$15m Series B round Dec 
2019

0.8% N/A1.0%

New York City PhiladelphiaSan Francisco

£202k Convertible Loan

Early Stage Clinical

Medtech

External wearable 
Gastrointestinal diagnostic

$6.7m Series A round May 
2020

3.8%

San Francisco

£286k£366k £390k



Healthcare Portfolio 3
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In Sales

Medtech

Automated liquid biopsy 
platform for CTCs

Sold to universities & 
biotech in US/EU 

Repeat revenues 
through leasing and 
cartridge use

Telehealth 

Remote patient 
monitoring 

Chronical diseases, incl. 
heat conditions

COVID-19 module 

SaaS model 

£2.5m £1.4m

Development 
Stage 

Company 
Background

Location 

Capital under 
advisory

In Sales Pilots

Medtech

Anesthetic gas capture 
and management

NHS Hospital Pilots

Environmental benefits

UK and international 
pipeline

£2.7m



Feb 20: change of NSCI strategy from passive to active 

• Analysis showed quality science, good partners, big 
market 

• Protect and enhance NSCI position

• Scope for exit/liquidity

Capital light model in action: c.£1m balance sheet 
investment to

a) Anchor PDS deal Feb 20 and syndicate a further ~$2m, 
supporting $13.5m raise at $1.30

b) Further participation in Aug 20 round in $19m raise at 
$2.75

Invested at $1.30 (11 Feb 20)
Current PPS: $8.75 (24 May 21)
6x+ increase since Feb 20 investment 

Key developments since Feb 20:

• Launched 3 Phase 2 cancer therapeutics studies

• Launched COVID-19 vaccine programme

NASDAQ-listed clinical-stage immunotherapy company developing 
novel cancer therapies and infectious disease vaccines based on the 

Company’s proprietary Versamune® T-cell activating technology
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+

A robust balanced portfolio with a consistent focus, logical growth 

paths and risk mitigation

Portfolio doubled 

*Disclaimer: Portfolio comprises of equity investments and exposure to companies through carried interest, realisable on exit



Highlights and KPIs of 2020
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Share price has increased from the relative low point of 
12.5p in early 2020 to a year average of c. 55p

As part of turnaround, halving of previous year’s losses 
of £4.9m down to £2.3m in 2020



Highlights and KPIs
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Increase in fair value of direct owned stake by c. 80% from £11.8m 
to £21.2m with further growth anticipated

Anticipated increase by driving value in existing assets and 
appropriate investments

Acquisition of EMV Capital leading to increased Capital Under 
Advisory from Nil to £14.6m

Expected growth in Capital Under Advisory through further 
funding in portfolio and new projects

NetScientific now has subsidiaries, directly owned stakes and interest through Capital Under Advisory 
(benefitting from carried interest/shared profit)

* Note: NetScientific acquired EMVC Capital Under Advisory on 25 August 2020

Pipeline of further deals/transactions for rest of 2021 and beyond



Business and Financial Plan
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• Stronger financial base with new/recurring income streams

• Capital-light model, with judicious direct and syndicated investments, and utilise 
soft funding (grants, JDAs) to produce enhanced returns

• Multiple options and capital gains sources 

• Trans-Atlantic Bridges – exploit relationships and global opportunities: 

• UK company expansion to US/international markets

• US company expansions into UK/Europe & international

• Access to capital, relationships and enhanced exit potential

Combine good science, commercial management and smart investment to 
deliver returns for shareholders



Summary - Q&A
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Significant progress achieved over last 12 months…

…momentum and prospects for future success 

• Right asset base, right space, right time to transform the business, create and grow shareholder 
value 

• Alignment of underlying (and increasing) asset value with market cap

• Progressive development of portfolio and new growth opportunities

• Multiple opportunities to realise shareholder returns

• Management commitment to deliver

Thank you! Q&A



Further information and contacts

For future news and presentation alerts from us, please register your interest with:

Walbrook PR:

+44 (0) 20 7933 8780

NetScientific@walbrookpr.com

Or by registering your interest via the following link:

https://www.walbrookpr.com/investors/investor-contact
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mailto:NetScientific@walbrookpr.com
https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3Fa%3Dhttps%253a%252f%252fwww.walbrookpr.com%252finvestors%252finvestor-contact%26c%3DE%2C1%2Cu3WPXzKoCwYKxvWP30npCJS6yCDY3KImHuNdVI_HkvCVE0f5NcFRmofnhUWMtZVN8mEEO58pG1pdqGIvAP5eH-rKu4fVcjUZ9GcZzgD7nwg8efDmZJo%2C%26typo%3D1&data=04%7C01%7Cilian.iliev%40netscientific.net%7Ce3a3da3e9c084f3039a708d91f718a3b%7C5caa3f7b959a41cf88ed8bd38accbd73%7C0%7C0%7C637575394812143539%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=Jv7OVKyo073PtsZ9AtgbEr8c2hljLAZdV72WVlcdaXg%3D&reserved=0
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Appendices



Portfolio Summary – Direct Holdings
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31 Dec 2020 31 Dec 2019

Subsidiaries

EMV Capital Ltd

Venture Capital Investment 

Company 100.0% Equity £2.2m £3.5m £0.0m

ProAxsis Ltd

Medical diagnostics - Early stage 

commercialisation 95.0% Equity £0.5m £3.5m £2.0m

Glycotest, Inc.

Liver cancer diagnostics - Late 

stage clinical 51.5% Equity £0.5m £11.0m £8.0m

Sub Total £3.2m £18.0m £10.0m

Owned Portfolio

PDS Biotechnolgy 

Corporation

Immuuno-oncology (NASDAQ 

quoted) - Early stage clinical 5.7% Equity £2.0m £2.0m £1.1m

CytoVale, Inc

Medical biomarker diagnostics - 

Late stage clinical 1.0% Equity £0.4m £0.4m £0.4m

Epibone, Inc.

Regenerative medicine - Late 

stage clinical 0.8% Equity £0.3m £0.3m £0.3m

G - Tech Medical, Inc.

Waerable medical diagnostics - 

Early stage clinical 3.8% Equity £0.3m £0.4m -

Longevity Biotech, Inc. Therapeutics - Early stage clinical

$250k convertible 

loan note - - -

QuantalX Neuroscience

Medical diagnostics of the brain - 

Late stage clinical 0.4% Equity - £0.1m -

Sub Total £3.0m £3.2m £1.8m

TOTAL £6.2m £21.2m £11.8m

Portfolio companies Sector and description (further 

detail set out below)

Fully diluted Group 

Interest %

Consolidated 

Statement of 

Financial Position 

value

Fair Value of stake
The “fair value” (unaudited Directors’ estimated value) of direct 

stakes is as follows:

• The fair value of NetScientific’s direct owned stake in 

portfolio companies by NS has increased from £11.8m to 

£21.2m, a 79.7% increase.

• Valuation framework: The fair value numbers for the NSCI on 

balance sheet investments are based on:

o EMV Capital value at acquisition date.

o PDS (Nasdaq listed) $2.14 price per share on 31 Dec. 

Based on the PDS price per share as of 12 February 

2021, the fair value would be £5.2m.

o Price per share of £52.50 for buyout of ProAxsis.

o Most recent investment with 3rd party for other 

portfolio companies.

• Where relevant, there may be repricing as next investment 

rounds take place.

Source: NetScientific PLC Annual Report 2020



Portfolio Summary – Capital Under Advisory
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31 Dec 2020 31 Dec 2019

Advised Portfolio

Sofant Technologies Ltd
Semiconductors—Satellite and 5G 

wireless communications £2.3m £0.7m

Q-Bot Limited
Building automation—Robotics & 

artificial intelligence (“AI”) £2.3m £2.0m

SageTech Medical 

Equipment Limited

Chemistry & medical 

technology—Halocarbon capture £1.1m £0.1m

PointGrab, Inc.
Building automation—Robotics & 

AI £3.6m £3.2m

Vortex Biosciences, Inc.
Medical technology—Oncology 

diagnostics £2.4m £1.2m

Wanda Health, Inc.
AI & medical technology—Digital 

health platform £1.3m £0.6m

Nanotech Industrial 

Solutions, Inc.
Material science and chemistry

£0.7m £0.8m

Insight Photonic 

Solutions, Inc.

Semiconductors—Akinetic Swept 

Source Laser

Warrants for 

£0.9m

Warrants for 

£1.0m

TOTAL £14.6m £9.6m

Portfolio companies Sector and description (further 

detail set out below)

Capital Under Advisory (At Cost 

to Third Party)
The capital under advisory is as follows: 

• EMV Capital’s Capital Under Advisory ‘at cost’ (i.e. measured at 

the ‘entry point’ valuation) increased from £12.2m at the time of 

the acquisition by NetScientific to £14.6m at the end of 2020, an 

increase of 19.7% in 4 months. 

• For comparison purposes, for the full year EMV Capital’s Capital 

Under Advisory grew by 52.1%, from £9.6m at the end of 2019.

• The amounts under Capital Under Advisory are associated with 

carried interest or profit share agreements, typically between 15% 

and 20%. While it is difficult to value or estimate the current value 

of these stakes, for demonstration purposes an average 2x return 

on the portfolio of £14.6m investments could result in carry 

returns to EMV Capital £2.19 to £2.92m (depending on the 

specific carry arrangements). 

• Post-year end, capital under advisory has further increased to 

£15.8m, through recent transactions – representing an increase of 

29.5% since the EMVC acquisition.

Source: NetScientific PLC Annual Report 2020



Expanded investment and support capability
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“ B A C K I N G  A M B I T I O N ,  I N V E S T I N G  I N  E X E C U T I O N ”

Pre-Series A Series ALate Seed Series B+

Exits and 

Liquidity Events

EIS Investments

Syndicating classic VC deals

Managing/advising single FO SPVs

CLAs and other loans (secured/unsecured)

Pre-IPO Funding

Secondaries negotiations

NetScientific gained: 

• Capability to fund across company’s life cycle

• Increased team/deal execution capacity 

• Transaction advisory fees & carried interest returns

• Specialism in corporate partnering, incubation and IP

• Investment network – EIS practice, family offices

• Deal flow pipeline and research infrastructure


